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Newsletter 67 : Flakes all year round

16/01/2015

Dear reader,
Our best wishes for the new year ! A
good health, a lot of cookies and
chocolate, .... and this 365 days of this
new year.
Since chocolate flakes are big business
all year long, we will another closer look
to the Prefamac flaking machines.
Chocolate moulds with your own name
or logo is something to really start off the
new year. Usually everything is possible.
Finally, we will also look back at the
Lego League of last year. The school
that we supported was not the Belgian
winner, but actually for us every
contesting student was a winner.
We wish you a lot looking and reading
pleasure !

Happy New Year !

We wish you, your family and your employees a year full of prosperity, good health, a lot
of creativity in inventing new cookies and chocolates .... A year that is even more joyful,
more enjoyable, more dynamic than previous years and this for 365 days.
And if we can help here at Prefamac .... we will be pleased to hear from you.
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Managing Director
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Flakes round the truffle
Chocolate flakes on cakes, round truffles, to sell separately, ... it's really a business all
year round. At Prefamac we have various types of flaking machines to produce as many
kinds of flakes: the SNIPPER, the BASIC, CURL and PREMIUM. Most versions are
available both as an industrial applications and as a standalone machine. Here above,
we demonstrate an industrial CURL flaking machine, for the production of truffles. For
this purpose, the CURL was combined with a cascade of underlying conveyor belts, an
enrobing machine at the front and a cooling tunnel POWER behind it. On our website
www.prefamac.com you can find much more information. Should you have questions

about your (desired) application ... do not hesitate to contact us.
Choose more photos, where we will show you our other flaking machines, and also
some end results.

Which is your logo ?
Is it not very "classy" if your chocolates are truly unique to your company or your
customers? With company name, logo, both of them together, .... unique and
recognizable everywhere as an additional marketing tool. In these past years, we saw
some wonderful examples of our customers at Prefamac: kids animals, military
decorations, peace flowers, beer ingredients .... If you are staying in the vicinity of the
Paris Eiffel Tower, the Great Wall of China or the Indian Taj Mahal, ... then of course it is
even easier. But an historic church or mosque, or even a beautiful courthouse ... all
supplies unique results. From 100 pieces and with about 8 weeks delivery time you
could already start planning. Type 275 x 135 mm, Type 275 x 175 mm, Type 275 x 205
mm, .....
With more photos you already have an idea. Our pneumatic scraper ADAPT, a quick
help when filling these moulds, is also displayed.

And the winner is …
Also this past year Prefamac supported the Lego League. This project aims to make
children of 11 and 12 years globally enthusiastic for technology. With Lego bricks that we
all know, a self-built robot and a computer. Perhaps this will result in the waffle bakers or
the chocolatiers of the future, or the technicians who have to produce our machines. The
class that Prefamac sponsored could not take the trophy home. But actually all

participating students have won. Thanks Voka Chamber of Commerce, for this wonderful
initiative!
Choose more photos where you can some pictures of the atmosphere of the dynamic
teens.
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